Rubin explored the influence on the painter of radical ideas espoused by Pierre Joseph Proudhon (whose portrait appears in L'Atelier), noting in particular that "Courbet's obsession with artistic freedom [or] liberty" is paralleled by Proudhon's written polemics on Liberty as "anti-govermentalism", and hence as "the eternal contradictor... the indominable insurgent, whose only faith is in himself".7 Nevertheless, according to Courbet's own statement, his political ideas were to be traced to the Revolution of 1789; he was, therefore, "a Republican by birth through his maternal grandfather, [and] continued the revolutionary idea received from his father, a sentimental liberal of 1830".8 Given this, it may be suggested that L'Atelier links these two recognized characteristics of Courbet's artistic means and his sentiments, that is, his reliance upon popular print-imagery and his self-proclaimed emotional attachment to social reform in general and, "by birth", particularly to the revolutionary First Republic. Clearly, a key concept is "la Libert6". This may serve to introduce a popular print of 1789 that I believe helps explain the mechanics of the unity between form and content in LAtelier, and also accounts for some of its compositional anomalies.9 This is an engraving by Claude Niquet (ca. 1770 -ca. 1831) that treats the stirring subject of "La Declaration des Droits de I'Homme et du Citoyen" [Fig. 2].10 On the one hand, the most credible way to relate this print to Courbet's painting is as a conceptual analogue, that is, one sharing a common tradition of political allegory, dealing with stock revolutionary themes, and also employing in a timely manner figures in modern dress similarly placed in a contrived, stage-like setting. Like L'Atelier, it conveys meanings by the actions of various allegorical figures, standing for such abstract ideas as Liberty, Death, Oppression, Felicity, and Enlightenment. On the other hand, if this print may be believed to have actually provided Courbet both an initial thematic inspiration and the corresponding compositional layout for his "real allegory", then it would be particularly the bilaterally divided, three-part format of the engraving that would best explain the possibly external origins of the formal anomalies of the artist's L'Atelier. Therefore, if Niquet's picture is accepted as Courbet's primary model, then this Urbild tells us a great deal about the "real allegory", including aspects previously only suspected.
In Courbet's "real allegory", the expressive central pivot of his composition is a self-portrait of the painter, putting the finishing touches on a Realist landscape. This is a directly "revolutionary" sign of "true veracity", as may be inferred from a letter by Courbet of November 1851, published in Le Messager de I'Assemblee; here he had described himself as: "non seulement socialiste, mais bien encore democrate et republicain, en un mot partisan de toute la Revolution, et, par-dessus tout, realiste, c'est-3-dire ami sincere de la vraie verite".'1 Moreover, in his famous letter to Champfleury of January 1855, Courbet directly addressed the nature of his allegorical representation in L'Atelier, making it clear that he was reverting to a traditional kind of historiated and moralizing composition ("I'histoire morale"), that is, one which was deliberately divided into a "positive" side -to the right -and a "negative" sideto the left (or sinister) side. The pivotal centerpiece depicts, besides the painter, two figures who are earnestly studying the canvas leaning against its easel [Fig. 3 We may now compare Niquet's print to Courbet's triptychlike L'Atelier,'9 noting the more significant resemblances and divergences between them. Niquet's engraving had also been divided into three nearly discrete parts, and is dark on the sinister, or left side, and bright on the positive, or right side. My proposal that Niquet's print is a close thematic and compositional analogue to L 'Atelier in turn suggests the nature of the several changes Courbet might have imposed upon a rather crude graphic prototype. Courbet's compositional adjustments and modifications would be, in this case, quite consistent with similar formal and iconographic transformations made by the painter in other transpositions from imagerie populaire in his previous works.26 Besides the addition of many more dramatis personae, perhaps the most radical departure from Niquet's print was Courbet's decision in L'Atelier to divest the central female figure of her clothing. If we regard this as a meaningful action, then this served a specific iconographic purpose, that is, to make her an effective allegorical synthesis of "Verita" and "Liberta",27 the latter reference accounting for the substitution of the white cat for the merely decorative roses in the print. Courbet also makes "Truth-Liberty" look directly at his painting rather than at the little boy, as she did in Niquet's print where she is shown reading the Declaration, shadowed by a palm-tree, to the boy standing at her side. As this inscribed text became transformed into a painted manifesto of the new Realist declaration in L'Atelier, the little boy, now converted into a symbol of "the innocent eye, which lacks convention",28 did not need the woman to interpret or to translate the meaning of the landscape for him. She is thus left at her leisure to regard earnestly the Realist image before her. which directly leads us below, to the quotation from Lamartine: "(I) La preuve que la libert6 est I'id6al divin de I'homme, c'est qu'elle est le premier reve de la jeunesse, et qu'elle ne s'6vanouit dans notre ame que quand le coeur se fletrit et que I'esprit s'avilit ou se decourage. LAMARTINE".
